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Abstract 
End to end traffic routing and planning on Microwave in commercial networks and its proper record keeping is a problem. In 
commercial Mobile phone networks thousands of cell sites are connected with respective Base Station Controllers (BSC) and 
Mobile Switching Controller (MSC) through Microwave. End to end connectivity has to be tracked for trouble shooting and MW 
link capacity planning for future use. Different microwave links are involved to complete a connectivity hence traffic is to be 
tracked on all the links used in connectivity. Tracking traffic on thousands of MW links a tedious tasks,  In order to enhance the 
productivity of Microwave planning in commercial networks, record keeping is inevitable, trends of traffic growth and future 
predicts can only be possible when proper data is available. Paper discusses database architecture to ensure proper tracking of the 
microwave data through central database and work order system. Proposed model if implemented can increase the utilization of 
Microwave media. 
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1. Introduction 
In a Telecommunication network handheld mobile phones are connected with Base Transceiver Station (BTS) 
via radio waves. BTS is then connected with its respective Base Station Controller (BSC) via Microwave links 
enabling wireless communication between BTS and BSC. This network is known as Access Network. 
PLANNING Microwave network for a telecommunication Network is a challenging job, which requires a lot of 
data inputs from the existing network, to avoid frequency congestion and interference. To overcome the problem, 
interference analysis is required which needs entire network’s data.  
Basic function of a Microwave link is to carry traffic generated by BTS to its respective BSC and vice versa. 
Once network is in place the most critical information is to track the traffic going through the MW links.  
Proper record keeping is mandatory to ensure future requirement needs and optimize the traffic passing through 
Microwave link, it is mandatory to record all the information in a consolidated database so that effective planning 
could be ensured. Planning methods must meet the growing network demands and productivity of planning must be 
increased [1]. A database system is the solution which can ensure availability of data at all time for effective 
planning of network and for optimization activities [1]. 
2. Defining the problem 
In a telecommunication network thousands of BTS sites are required to provide Mobile phone coverage for user. 
Every site in the network utilizes at least one microwave link to reach its respective Base Station Controller (BSC), 
and each BSC uses microwave and/or Fiber to reach Mobile Station Controller (MSC). This information is known as
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Connectivity. Tracking of this traffic is crucial for planning and optimization of the network. Current following 
issues are faced when non standard approach is used to keep record of the connectivity:  
2.1. Geographical Location 
When teams are working in different geographical locations, demand for centralized record keeping system 
increases. If central system is nonexistent it can cause serious design errors as no one is available with the 
information regarding the existing network. 
2.2. Data Inconsistencies 
Without proper tracking of data in a standard format and pattern and existence of data in different formats with 
different teams, consolidation of data is not possible making data sources inconsistent with each other [1].  
2.3. Standardization 
Without a central system, data is not available in the standard format. Different teams use different conventions to 
store data, hence, making the tracing of data impossible. Conflict arises during the search of network elements i.e. 
MW links and the tributary information of each MW link. 
2.4. Microwave Capacity tracking 
Planning a Microwave link is one issue, monitoring it for the traffic routing is the other. Without central system, 
traffic monitoring of MW link is impossible. 
2.5. Network Utilization 
When there is no visibility of traffic from the Microwave network, it is impossible to measure the network 
utilization, resulting in waste of transmission resources [3]. 
2.6. Data Analysis  
When data is present in scattered sheets, it is impossible to analyze the traffic trends and predict future growth of 
the network. 
3. Defining the problem 
Centralized database can effectively store the connectivity information of every BTS. I.e. a wireless route of BTS 
till the BSC distinctly identifying all the microwave links used within 
3.1.  Developing a database  
Project goal is to create a single centralized database providing updated site, links and connectivity information. 
It’s a web based system for querying and entering of data [2] 
x Centralized Database 
x To keep track of data regarding MW links planned and installed (all technical link information is to be captured 
with link status MW Link design) 
x To keep connectivity information, enhancing MW planning ability to utilize links effectively 
x Keep complete track of every E1(channel) of the MW links installed within the network. 
Complete record of network connectivity information including  
x Sites 
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x Ater 
GPRS/EDGE 
x Wimax 
3.2. Parts of Database 
x Site information 
x BSC information 
x MSC information 
x Transmission link information 
x Connectivity information 
This will form the backbone of the database; every part is dependent on its predecessor i.e. Transmission links 
cannot be created unless there exists site information and similarly connectivity cannot be produced unless valid 
links are not included.  
3.3. Site information: 
This area of database should track everything about sites; all the sites must have to be defined in here with there 
valid site ID valid, site name, co-ordinates, Address. 
This area must also note if the site is just a BTS (Base transceiver Station ) site or a BSC, MSC, OFJAN (Optical 
Fiber Junction Access Network), LDI (Long Distance Interconnect) location, because this information will be used 
in the subsequent parts of the data base and reports will also be required on the parameters later on. 
Following are the fields to be included in the data base 
x Site Name 
x Site Code e.g. (MGW0001) 
x Address 
x Co-ordinates 
x Site Type 
x Building Height 
x Tower Height 
x Tower Type 
x Site Configuration 
x Site RSL(Received signal level) 
x Cell Planning Vendor 
x No of MW link 
Ensuring the entry of standard site name is mandatory here as this will then form the standard link name which 
will discussed later. 
3.4. BSC Information: 
All the BSCs with there standard names are to be defined here in this section, it should include the following 
things 
x BSC location  
x BSC location Co-ordinates 
x BSC Vendor 
x BSC type 
 
3.5. MSC Information 
All the MSCs are to be defined in here with their standard names and there locations and co-ordinates. 
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3.6. Transmission Links 
Each and every link which will be used in the network will be defined in LINKS with all the technical details 
including Designed RSL, Radio model, Dishes, Transmission frequency and fade margin etc.  
Maximum traffic carrying capacity in E1 of each link is to be distinctly identified, so that utilization of MW link can 
be tracked based on the traffic. Database must reserves specified number of capacity i.e. Channel against each link. 
For example for a link with capacity 4E1, 4 Channel slots are to be reserved. 
 
Links will be defined using the sites which have already been defined in the previous section; a unique name will 
be given to every link created so that they could be tracked later on in connectivity. Following will be the pattern of 
the link name 
 
[SiteA_Code]-[SiteB_Code]-XY 
 
Where X will always be a number representing the count of the multiple links if they exist between the same 
sites and Y will be a alphabet representing the type of link following is the example  
LHR0001-LHR0002-1A 
 
Where A= 4E1 link 
 
Following is the list of alphabets corresponding to the link type (capacity) currently in use  
 
A=4E1 
B=16E1 
C=40E1 
D=48E1 
E=63E1 
F=126E1 
 
But flexibility should be given so that if any new vendor provides links with different capacity later on a new 
alphabet can be assigned to it. 
This will ensure that all the MW links are linked with the sites, now whenever a site is queried it can filter the list 
of MW links associated with that particular link.  
Another major item is the link status. Planned/Installed/Deleted are the status to be chosen from. Every link is set 
to status planned by default which is updated to “Installed” after physical installation. If any of the microwave link 
is dismantled on ground the status will be set to “Deleted”. 
3.7. Connectivity Information: 
Next step is the creation of end to end connectivity. Having the building blocks in the database i.e. Sites and 
links, creating connectivity is relatively simple task. 
Every connectivity should be given a unique name for identification, as connectivity is for a BTS site Following 
is the recommended naming convention. 
MGW0001 same as the code of the BTS, if extra traffic is required i.e. 2nd E1 then MGW0001_EXP should be 
used. 
User is to first select the site first which is already in the system then its designated BSC site is to be selected. 
This will ensure the starting and terminating points of the connectivity. Based on the starting point associated links 
are to be filtered so that user can select the appropriate link and then the channel number, this process is to be 
continued till the connectivity reaches the terminating point, which is already in the system. System should 
automatically stops the connectivity once it reaches the destination. 
This has ensured the identification of all MW links in connectivity and the channel number which should now be 
locked against this connectivity.   
If a channel number is used and user tries to reuse the same channel in new connectivity system will prompt an 
error. This ensures channels are not reused unless free. 
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3.8. Link Utilization tracking  
Link utilization monitoring (Channel or E1 tracking). Now when the connectivity is complete, links database has 
the used channel number info against the traffic which is utilizing the link. This will enable the run time display of 
the link utilization. 
We have reserved channels space against the capacity while creating links, now each channel is corresponding to 
traffic. Following can be the format of link utilization report.  
x Link Name 
x Link’s Frequency 
x Link Type 
x Free Channels 
x No of channels (free and used marked separately with different colours) clearly indicating the traffic it carrying 
i.e. Site name/ Expansion name/ Ater name/ GPRS-Edge/ Wimax/ Reparenting. 
3.9. Work Order System 
In order to ensure that data remains up to date in the system work order system is mandatory. Fully automation 
of the system helps reduce cost and enhance efficiency [4] 
Work order are generated for following two purposes 
x To install MW Link 
x To create Connectivity 
x To dismantle MW Link 
The plans generated are Transmission Design Document (TDD) i.e. MW Link installation Plan, Site Integration 
Document (SID) i.e. Connectivity Plan, as already explained TDD is required for link installation and thus is a work 
order. SID is generated when an Ater or a site is to be routed till Transcoder in case of Ater and BSC in case of site 
and in case MW equipment is to be dismantled from a site SDD will be provided which contains the dismantling 
details. 
3.10. Installation Work Order: 
MW link Design document (TDD) serves as the work order initialization from transmission planning to 
deployment, every TDD will have a link ID which serves as tracking key for the specific plan, Deployment will 
specified time for the link installation, then the plan will be pending on the Deployment (department responsible of 
link installation). 
In case deployment needs any kind of plan revision which includes frequency change at the time of installation 
deployment will be responsible to notify MW planning and they will request for the revised TDD which will be 
provided by Transmission planning (MW Planning department). Once the link is installed Deployment will notify 
TXN and work order will then finally be closed by TXN. 
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Transmission Planning
Generates work order by providing the TDD plan
with Plan ID
Dewployement
Initialize Installation
Installation
done
Deployement
Close the work order in one week
No Plan revision Required
YES
Link Installation Work Order Flow Chart
 
3.11. Site Routing Work Order 
SID will serve as the work order initialization from TXN planning to integration; the plan will have Plan ID that 
will serve as the tracking key for SID work order, once plan provided integration will arrange for site patching. Two 
week is the time for integration to close the work order against a specific plan generated 
Now there can be two options for Integration  
x Plan implemented without any changes 
x Plan implemented with changes 
3.11.1.1. Plan implemented without any changes: 
 
If the plan is implemented and there were no changes made to the original plan Integration will close the work 
order and have two weeks to do so, otherwise plan will remain pending on integration. 
3.11.1.2. Plan Implemented with changes: 
 
If there were changes made to the original plan (change in the original defined path and also includes any change 
in channel number). Integration will made the changes on the plan and will notify TXN then closes the work order. 
 
 
 
 
Procedure: 
 
Before work order completion, database must ask whether plan implemented with changes or requires update to the 
database, if yes then database must open a windows of SID with original SID as provided to integration, they will 
update it as required and that form should then be sent to TXN once TXN validate those changes then only it should 
update the original plan. 
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Following is the flow chart 
Site Integration Work Order Flow
Chart
Transmission Planning
Generates work order by providing the SID plan
with Plan ID
Integration
Receives the plan
Plan
Implementation
Integration
Close Work Order within 1 week
Integration
Notify TXN about changes made in Special SID
form
Transmission
Validate the changes and close the work order
Implemented with changesImplemented without Changes
 
3.12. Dismantling work Order 
If MW equipment needs to be dismantled a work order will be generated through the system to deployment so that 
equipment could be dismantled. Once the plan is generated it open a work order for deployment and deployment 
closes the work order once to equipment is dismantled and routed back to ware house. 
Following is the flow chart 
 
Transmission Planning
Generates work order by providing the SDD plan
Deployment
Dismantle the equipment and sends back to ware
house and close Work order
Dismantling Work Order Flow Chart
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3.13. Change Tracking System 
As it is an operational network issue can arise at any time, which requires immediate rectification and it is job of 
operation department to keep the network up and running, it is imperative that planning database must match with 
the actual on ground installation. 
As the site or link goes down, due to any MW related issue, Operation will update the data base so that there 
remains no mismatch between the database and actual running network. Following are the possible scenarios. 
3.14. Change in Link Parameters: 
In case of the fluctuating link, Operations might need to change the link parameters mentioned in the TDD, 
specially the link frequency. In case parameter of the links are changed operation will update the particular link on a 
separate form, once updated system notify TXN of the changes, so that finally TXN could validate the changes if 
agreed updates the original TDD, otherwise plan new changes if required and close the issue raised by Operations. 
3.14.1. Change in site connectivity: 
 
In case a site’s connectivity or existing channel numbers are changed due to any of the technical or non technical 
issue, Operations will update the database, the procedure will be to complete a special form same as that of the SID 
and update the information. Once saved, raises alarm for TXN to validate the changes; if validated by TXN, 
database will be updated; otherwise TXN will provide valid changes to be implemented after planning.  
4. Recommendation 
For Enhanced Productivity and proper tracking of microwave planning and network management a centralized 
solution is mandatory, which can help structure the data in unified format and make sure the availability of valid 
data round the clock.  
 
4.1. Synchronization: 
MW links are planned in commercially available planning tools i.e. Connect and path Loss etc. it is recommended 
that link names must be synchronized with the planning tool so that Link name remains the unique identifier for the 
link and helps in tracking of the link both in planning tool and database. 
4.2. Network Management system: 
In order to ensure the authenticity of the links database, it is recommended if the NMS for MW links should also 
have same link names as that of database, so that reports from both system can be reviewed for any changes on field 
and on system. 
5. Conclusion 
This architecture has been implemented in a commercial network with 10 thousand plus MW link including high 
capacity links making approximately 200 thousand E1s and 50 thousand plus connectivity information. It helped in 
providing the overall status of MW link utilization in the huge network, resulting in identification of underutilized 
links. Planning parameters enabled the MW planner to plan the interference free frequencies for the new links 
resulting in improved bandwidth utilization. 
In the long run this database ensures the availability of planning data and proper traffic routes, which helps during 
the trouble shooting of operation issues along with the saving, as underutilized links can be reused elsewhere. 
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